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This document is intended solely to provide information to the school community. It is 
neither legal advice nor a substitute for legal counsel. It is intended as advertising but not 
as a solicitation of an attorney/client relationship.



• Statutory Updates/New Laws 

• Interesting Case Law Developments 
• Other Back to School Reminders

Agenda
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STATUTORY
UPDATES/NEW LAWS
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• Amendment to Article 14 of the School Code. 105 
ILCS 5/14-8.02(b). 

• Provides for new required notice to families 
regarding assistive technology. 
▫ “At the child’s initial IEP meeting and at each annual 

review meeting, the child’s IEP team shall provide the 
child’s parent or guardian with a written notification 
that informs the child’s parent or guardian that the 
IEP team is required to consider whether the child 
requires assistive technology in order to receive free, 
appropriate public education. The notification must 
also include a toll-free telephone number and internet 
address for the State’s assistive technology program.” 

Assistive Technology 
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• Amendment to Article 22 of the School Code. 105 ILCS
5/22-33. 

• Provides for the use of medical marijuana in schools by 
qualifying patients. 
▫ Parent, guardian, or registered caregiver allowed to 

administer cannabis infused product on school premises or 
on school bus. 
▫ May not be administered in a way that would create 

disruption to the school’s educational environment. 
▫ School districts required to adopt a policy to implement this 

section of the School Code. 
▫ Exception to implementation if it would cause school to 

lose federal funding. 

Medicinal Marijuana in Schools
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• Amendment to Article 26 of the School Code. 
105 ILCS 5/26-2a. 

• Amends the definition of a truant student. 
▫ “A truant is defined as a child who is subject to 

compulsory school attendance and who is absent 
without valid cause, as defined under this Section, 
from such attendance for more than 1% but less 
than 5% of the past 180 school days.” 

Truancy 
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• Amendment to Article 22 of the School Code. 
105 ILCS 5/22-30. 

• Amends the self-administration and self-carry 
section of the School Code to provide for 
administration of undesignated asthma 
medication. 
▫ Amends definition of asthma medication. 

▫ Adds definition of respiratory distress. 

▫ Provides for undesignated asthma medication. 

Asthma Medication  
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• Amendment to Article 14A of the School Code. 105 
ILCS 5/14A.

• Provides for “accelerated placement” to all children 
who demonstrate high ability and who may benefit 
from accelerated placement. 
▫ Accelerated placement is defined as “the placement of 

a child in an educational setting with curriculum that 
is usually reserved for children who are older or in 
higher grades than the child” and “shall include, but 
need not be limited to, the following types of 
acceleration: early entrance to kindergarten or first 
grade, accelerating a child in a single subject, and 
grade acceleration.” 

Accelerated Placement Act 
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• Amendments to Part 401 – Special Education 
Facilities. 

• After July 1, 2018, no new placement may be 
made to facilities not currently certified or 
licensed by the state in which it is located. 
▫ Contracts in effect prior to June 30, 2018, are not 

affected. 

▫ Primarily impacts non-regulated Utah “wilderness 
programs”

ISBE Residential Placement Rules
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CASE LAW UPDATES
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Federal Judge Dismisses Disabled 
Track Student’s Suit Against IHSA 
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• A.H. v. IHSA, 881 F.3d 587 (7th Cir. 2018) 
▫ High school student with cerebral palsy requested 

extra start time during local track and cross-country 
events. IHSA denied request. 
▫ Student filed suit against IHSA alleging violations of 

the Rehabilitation Act, the Americans with Disabilities, 
and the equal protection clause. 
▫ Federal judge dismissed all of the student’s claims 

against IHSA stating, “anti-discrimination statutes 
require equality of opportunity and access, not of 
results,” and that the accommodations requested 
would have fundamentally altered the “nature of the 
programs.”   Appellate Court approved.

Federal Judge Dismisses Disabled 
Track Student’s Suit Against IHSA 
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• ISBE completed the first of its kind public inquiry into special 
education services at CPS. 

• Four questions: 
▫ Whether CPS’ electronic IEP system, either alone or in conjunction with 

CPS’s Policies and Procedures, results in an unlawful denial or delay of 
required services or limitations on the required continuum of services to 
students? 

▫ Whether CPS’s documentation and data collection requirements result in 
an unlawful denial or delay in the identification of eligibility or provision 
of special education and related services to students? 

▫ Whether CPS’s budgeting system results in unlawful denial or delay in 
provision of special education and related services to students? 

▫ Have CPS’s policies regarding transportation resulted in an unlawful 
denial or delay in the provision of needed transportation services to 
students? 

CPS Public Inquiry 
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• Inquiry team made 43 findings of systemic 
concern. 

• ISBE adopted all of the public inquiry team’s 
findings and appointed a public monitor, Laura 
Boedeker, to oversee special education services 
at CPS. 

CPS Public Inquiry 
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• HP v. Board of Education of the City of Chicago
▫ 42% of students with disabilities in CPS live in 

households where English is not the first language. 
▫ Complaint alleges that CPS systemically failed to 

provide parents with limited English skills the 
opportunity to have vital special education documents 
translated or explained in their native language. 
▫ Complaint alleges violations of the Individuals with 

Disabilities Education Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, the Equal Education Opportunities Act, 
and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. 

CPS Sued in Class Action Lawsuit
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• A member district of SEDOL filed a petition for 
withdrawal with the Lake County Regional School Board 
of Trustees. 

• A public hearing was held over the course of the spring. 

• The Regional Board ultimately denied the member 
district’s petition for withdrawal, applying the standard 
that withdrawal was not in the best interest of students 
with disabilities in the withdrawing district. 

SEDOL Successfully Defends 
Proposed Withdrawal 
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Transgender Student Litigation 
Updates 
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• Whitaker v. Kenosha Unified School District 
▫ Transgender student filed a lawsuit after being 

denied access to male restrooms. 
▫ Student won preliminary injunction allowing him 

to use facilities with which he identified pending a 
trial on the merits. 
▫ The District settled the case with the student for 

$800,000. The settlement included an agreement 
allowing the student to use the male facilities 
should he return to district property as an alumni. 

Transgender Student Litigation 
Updates 
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• J.A.W. v. Evansville Vanderburgh School 
Corporation 
▫ Transgender student filed a lawsuit after being 

denied access to male restrooms. 

▫ Student won preliminary injunction allowing him 
to use facilities with which he identified pending a 
trial on the merits based upon appellate court 
ruling in Whitaker.

Transgender Student Litigation 
Updates 
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• Endrew F. v. Douglas County School District 
▫ Last year, the Supreme Court modified the FAPE

standard and remanded this case back to the District 
Court. 
� “A school must offer an IEP that is reasonably calculated 

to enable a child to make progress appropriate in light of 
the child’s circumstances.” 

▫ On May 30, 2018, a settlement was announced 
between the school district and the family. Although 
the terms of the settlement are confidential, the 
district’s website disclosed a $1.3 million payment for 
“judgments against the school district” payable to the 
firm representing the student’s family. 

Endrew F. Settles  for 1.3 Million
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OTHER BACK TO SCHOOL
REMINDERS
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• In July 2018, ISBE published an updated 
Procedural Safeguards document. 

• Revisions to language on “Mediation” and stay 
put placement. 

• Remember to share the most up to date 
procedural safeguards with families. 

ISBE Updates Procedural 
Safeguards 
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• The Illinois School Student Records Act was amended.
• New timeline for response is ten business days. 
▫ Opportunity for a five business day extension if: 

� the requested records are stored in whole or in part at other locations than 
the office having charge of the requested records;

� the request requires the collection of a substantial number of specified 
records;

� the request is couched in categorical terms and requires an extensive 
search for the records responsive to it;

� the requested records have not been located in the course of routine 
search and additional efforts are being made to locate them;

� the request for records cannot be complied with by the school district 
within the time limits prescribed by Section 5(c) of ISSRA without unduly 
burdening or interfering with the operations of the school district; 

� there is a need for consultation, which shall be conducted with all 
practicable speed, with another public body or among two or more 
components of a public body or school district having a substantial 
interest in the determination or in the subject matter of the request.

• Ensure building staff are aware of the new timelines. 

New ISSRA Timeline 
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• Remember…emails can be student records if 
they contain personally identifiable information 
about a student. 

Student Records 
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• Mandated reporters are required to immediately 
report suspected child abuse or neglect to DCFS. 

• Remind staff that mandated reporting is an 
individual, as opposed to school district 
obligation. 

• “When in doubt…report.”

Mandated Reporting 
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• Parents may revoke consent for special 
education at any time. 

• Revocations of consent must be in writing. 

Revocation of Consent 
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• Remember to respond requests to evaluations 
within 14 school days. 

• Remember to complete evaluations within 60 
school days. 

Evaluations 
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QUESTIONS?
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Thank You!
Hodges, Loizzi, Eisenhammer, Rodick & Kohn LLP

3030 Salt Creek Lane, Suite 202, Arlington Heights, IL 60005
Phone: (847) 670-9000  Facsimile:  (847) 670-7334 

401 SW Water Street, Suite 106, Peoria, IL 61602
Phone: (309) 671-9000  Facsimile: (847) 670-7334

804 West US Highway 50, Suite 220, O’Fallon, IL 62269
Phone: (618) 622-0999  Facsimile: (847) 670-7334
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